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had formerly stood for. That gives you a realization that really makes
you tremble to think that a great number of unthinking people are
being affected by the propaganda of a comparatively small but highly
disciplined group in this country.

Now I wonder if you've noticed the recent propaganda. It
seems to be recognized now, - it used to be they said we couldn't
win. Now they are seeing the North Vietnamese are beina defeated
pretty badly. Now the propaganda is -- well, Vietnam, that's one
thing, but when we are finished we should get out of Asia; it's
terrible we have forces in Thialand; we shouldn't interfer with
any other country! I think the liberals are beginning to realize
now they want out of Vietnam? Vietnam -- 5. Vietnam is

South Vietnam - S. Vietnam is not going to b taken
by the communists, but if we can only say everything is done; let's
pull our troops back; let's destroy our munitions; let's do like we
did at the end of WW I and WW II, and then they can move ahead and
take the other countries. But if we today were to move out of
Vietnam, they would move into Thiland. They would move into Cam
bodia. They would move into Burma. They would move into India.
It is an effort that is determined to take over the entire world.
And the present stage is very very important. Therefore our text be
comes important to us today.

94y father, my father, the chariot of Israel and the horse
men thereof."Do you want to see America taken over by something such
as came to China? Do you want to see people who never did anything
against the communists købtortured brutally,torturcd and murdered
simply because they have the possibility of leadership in the future
that might prevent communist domination? Do you want to see thse
thing happen? Well, if you don't I'tp sure you want to do the most
you can to help yo ur country in the present situation. "I-1y father,
my father the chariot of Israel and the horsemen thereof."

That's a strange thing to say to Elijah, isn't it" Elijah
didn't fight with horses! Elijah stood up against the king. Elijah
critisized Ahab for what Ahab was doing. Yet Elisha said this to
Elijah and Elisha had stood Moa against the kings repeatedly and
on his deathbed Joash said these things to him; "My father, my
father,the chariot of Israel and the horsemen thereof." How can we
help our country most? How can we live so that people will properly
at- the end of our lives - be they long or short - say that we have
been, to s some extent at least - the chariot andhorsemen of our
nation?

Well, it -- immediate service certainly is very important.
I sometimes when I think of what's happening in Vietnam, I wish I
was 30 yrs. younger, and could shoulder a musket and go out there
and try to help. It is tremendously importnat -- not merely some
thing on the other side of the world. It is something that immediately
affects all of us. When I read these arguments - they say it's un
fair to give college students examinations and marks. Haverford

" College has declared last week they won't turn over the marksto the
Government any more so that they can kno w which students get cjnod
marks and which students get poor marks because that might be used
as a means of determining who might he drafted. We see the influence
of liberalism and of communist propaganda in this country and how
far it has c'one.

Actually this war is not a temporary thing. It won't he
settled today. It won't be settled tomorrow. If the Vietconq should
surrender tc,orrow, if N. Vietnam would disappear tomorrow, there
would x be communist incursions into Thiland, there would be commuhist
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